Read carefully Passage A, *My First Job*, in the Reading Booklet Insert and then answer Questions 1 and 2 on this Question Paper.

**Question 1**

Imagine you are Dad from Passage A. The owner of the company wants to introduce holiday work experience for more young people. You have been asked to present a report to the owner of the company following your son’s experience.

**Write the report.**

In your report you should comment on:
- the challenges faced by Andrew and what you hoped he would gain from his six weeks at the factory
- how different staff members treated Andrew
- what you have learned about the thoughts and feelings of the people who work at the company.

Base your report on what you have read in Passage A, but be careful to use your own words. Address each of the three bullet points.

Begin your report, ‘Summer work experience for young people … ’

Write about 250 to 350 words.

**Up to 15 marks are available for the content of your answer, and up to 5 marks for the quality of your writing.**
[Turn to page 6 for Question 2]
Question 2

Re-read the descriptions of:

(a) Andrew's first experience of the canteen in paragraph 5, beginning 'At the canteen …'
(b) the visit to the Accounts Department in paragraph 7, beginning 'After only 20 minutes …'

Select four powerful words or phrases from each paragraph. Your choices should include imagery. Explain how each word or phrase is used effectively in the context.

Write about 200 to 300 words.

Up to 10 marks are available for the content of your answer.
Question 3

Answer the questions in the order set.

(a) Notes

According to Passage B, what did the miners find frightening or distressing about working conditions in the mine?

Write your answer using short notes. Write one point per line.

You do not need to use your own words.

Up to 15 marks are available for the content of your answer.

What the miners found frightening or distressing about working conditions in the mine:

• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................
• .......................................................................................................................................

[Total: 15]
(b) Summary

Now use your notes to write a summary of what the miners found frightening or distressing about working conditions in the mine, according to Passage B.

You must use continuous writing (not note form) and use your own words as far as possible.

Your summary should include all 15 of your points in Question 3(a) and must be 200 to 250 words.

Up to 5 marks are available for the quality of your writing.